
Welcome Year 12 students and parents

Higher Education Evening



Anna Rogers
• Previously from Tonbridge School, speaking about the Higher 
Education picture as it is at the moment and what students 
should be doing now to maximise their opportunities moving 
forward. 

Stuart Miller
•Apprenticeship Support & Knowledge for Schools & Colleges 
programme, talking about opportunities available from 
apprenticeship schemes. 

Anietie Ette & Jonathon Stebbings
•Members of the school liaison team at the University of Kent 
speaking about the UCAS process and personal statements. 



May

6th - Start of personal statement drafts for UCAS and apprenticeship/work

11th - Higher Education Evening (details have been sent separately) 

13th - University of Kent talk; ’Choosing a degree course’

17th - UCAS opens for students to start their applications

June 

24th  - Interview workshop

Various - Work Experience placements

July

1st  - University of Kent: writing a great personal statement

8th - Mock Interview morning

15th - Apprenticeship presentation

Year 13

15th - October: early entry deadline for Oxbridge/Medicine/Veterinary

25th - January: deadline for all other University courses



GOING TO UNIVERSITY
An Overview for 2023/4 Entry

Anna Rogers



Reasons to go to university
• Increasing number of jobs are for graduates – e.g. policing has moved to graduate entry

• As large percentage of young people have degrees it is almost ‘expected’ in many 

professions

• ONS reports sharpest unemployment rise in recent years has been experienced by non-

graduates aged 21 to 30

• Higher Salaries – some capping for non-graduates

• Accelerated promotion 

• Life enhancing: Confidence/Friendships/Diversity/New Interests/Aspirations

• Longevity 



Current HE Landscape

• PQA/PQO unlikely for several years

• Becoming more competitive (population rise + rise in attendance (now 43%))

• Lure of traditional in-person university study stronger now than ever

– young people want to live away

– value of face to face HE learning has been proved

• Diversity in all forms (e.g. race, sexuality, neuro diversity, disability) are 
embraced and should be included and celebrated in your application

• Disadvantage of any form should be included in your application (e.g. health, 
life opportunities, mitigating circumstances)



Reassurance

• Universities want good applicants and you can be one!

• Universities want to get the process right and are agile in their admissions to 
flex with changes such as CAGs and TAGs

• The current year 13s (U6) are behaving normally in terms of applications, as are 
universities, with a slight downturn in offers

• Still flexibility on results day too – MOST (but not all) universities would rather 
take a near miss if they can

• Still a relatively low number of available 18 year olds see next slide



English 18-year old population 2009 - 2034



Degree Apprenticeships
the new realistic alternative

Undergraduate and Postgraduate



The Old Challenges
Oxford

Cambridge

Medicine

Dentistry

Vet Science

Law

Economics

History 

English

Psychology

Computer Science

The top of the pyramid is narrowing

The published entry grades will rarely be enough

More competitive than ever

You must have a range of universities



The New Challenges

Online and blended learning here to stay in some form

More competitive so realistic backup is needed

Discerning between offers tricky for most applicants

Clearing now ‘respectable’ + huge increase in ‘direct to clearing’

Graduate employment – a degree is no longer enough;

you need relevant experience too – driving rise in placement years



Choosing your Course

• This is the bit you need to get right

• Do you need to do a vocational course?

• If not, the link between degrees and jobs is more or less gone

• So, think widely – not just school subjects

• Many degrees don’t require any specific A Levels – Law, Psychology, Business etc.

• What else do you like doing?

• If you really don’t know, what about one of the flexible degrees?

• Do you want a placement year?

• You’ll need to love this for 3 or 4 years!



Choosing your University

• This should be secondary, within reason

• You need a list from ambitious to safe

• Do you need to be near home?

• Does the university actually do your course?

• Don’t go just because your friends are – you’ll make new friends!

• Other considerations – sport, seaside, city etc.



My Challenge To You
Discover the value in the widest range of universities and subjects

University of Southampton
MSc Computer Science and Cyber Security 

Recognised as Centre of Excellence by UK Government National Cyber Security Centre

Lancaster University
BSc Physics

IsoLab is one of the most advanced facilities in the world for studying quantum systems in controlled 
conditions - ‘the coolest place on earth’

University of East Anglia
BSc Environmental Sciences

Ranked first in the UK for research impact, with the biggest, most respected Environmental Sciences school 
in Europe. Lecturers influence governments and industry at the highest levels.



What to do now

• Think broadly – investigate all subjects for which your 6th form studies 
will be acceptable 

• Do a UCAS search, register on the UCAS Hub and use the UCAS Careers 
Quiz

• Talk to U6 and friends already at university

• Think about having a gap year, and what you’d do

• Attend open days and talks – always go to a ‘different’ subject talk

• Read a newspaper – online or paper

• Buy a map – or look on your phone

• Enjoy the exciting process!



What to do now - parents

• Unlearn 25 year-old ideas about the HE sector and think 

laterally

• Don’t be afraid of non traditional courses in terms of jobs

• Be open-minded about all universities – attitudinal recruitment

• Have a look at UCAS – there is a Parents’ area, or see if you’re 

allowed your son’s or daughter’s UCAS HUB login!

• Try to close your ears to anecdotes over the next 18 months



Timeline Overview (UK)

Summer Terms 2022:

• Start to research UCAS – look at ALL courses
• Sign up for open days and campus tours

Autumn Term 2022:

• Early September UCAS opens for submission of forms
• Find out internal (school) deadline for 15th October deadline
• Find out end of January school deadline

Spring Term 2023:

• Last Wednesday in January final ‘on time’ deadline for UCAS forms
• 31st March, most decisions received from universities (May 19th this year)
• First week in May (generally) deadline for accepting offers
• Mid August – results – confirmation and clearing



QUESTIONS?

Anna Rogers

annalchrogers@hotmail.com



www.kent.ac.uk

UCAS AND 
PERSONAL 

STATEMENTS
Expand your thinking



www.kent.ac.uk

What is 
UCAS?

Personal 
statements

The UCAS 
form

UCAS 
timeline

INTRODUCTION

WE WILL COVER:



www.kent.ac.uk

• Applications for full-time undergraduate 
courses are made through the 
Universities and Colleges Admissions 
Service (UCAS)

• 2 million applications

• UCAS Hub

UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES ADMISSIONS SERVICE

INVEST IN 
YOUR 

FUTURE
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The UCAS Hub provides students with 
all the tools and information they 
need – in one place.

1. The explore tool

2. The notepad

3. Apprenticeship finder

4. The personal statement builder

5. The Tariff calculator

6. Start and track your application

UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES ADMISSIONS SERVICE

INVEST IN 
YOUR 

FUTURE

Cost to apply: £26.50
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• You can apply for up to 5 UCAS codes at the 
same institution or different institutions

• Medicine, Dentistry or Veterinary Medicine 
applicants have 4 choices – your 5th choice 
must be something else

• If applying to conservatoires you have up to 
6 choices and they are able to see where 
you have applied

• You can only apply to Oxford OR Cambridge

YOUR CHOICES – MAKE IT REAL
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APPLICATION TIMELINE 

SEP AUGAPR - MAYNOV - MARJANOCT

1st

UCAS opens
Accommodation 
applications open

Applicants 
invited for visit or 

an interview

15th

Oxbridge deadline

Medicine, Dentistry, 
Veterinary science

25th

UCAS deadline

Applications 
received and sent 

to universities
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APPLICANT DAYS
A LOT MORE SUBJECT FOCUSSED THAN OPEN DAYS

Visit the campus
• Take a tour of the 

campus, buildings 
and 
accommodation

• Family & friends 
are welcome to 
attend

Interviews
• Interviews and 

group sessions 

Taster sessions
• Meet current students, lecturers 

and academics
• Taster lectures, seminars and 

workshops with your 
department
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THE PURPOSE OF INTERVIEWS

Interviews are a two-way process and are 
designed to:

• find out more about you

• for you to decide whether you have 
chosen the right course to suit your 
interests and aptitudes

• choose between applicants fairly by 
going beyond the paperwork.



www.kent.ac.uk

Multiple mini 
interview 
stations 
(MMIs)

Admissions 
tests (LNAT, 
UCAT/BMAT)

Practical 
workshops

INTERVIEW FORMATS

One-to-one 
interviews

Panel 
interviews

Telephone 
interviews

Group 
interviews
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INTERVIEW EXPECTATIONS

UNDERSTAND THE SPECIFIC 
COURSE PROVIDED BY THEIR 

UNIVERSITY

HAVE THE ABILITY TO 
PRESENT IDEAS AND 
ARGUMENTS WELL

PROVIDE EVIDENCE THAT 
YOU CAN COPE WITH THE 

WORKLOAD

DEMONSTRATE YOUR 
COMMITMENT TO THE 

COURSE
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Nerves are normal!
Interviewers will take this

into account

Be prepared to talk about 
your current studies and 

interests

1. Give full answers
2. Take your time

3. Be positive, but honest

INTERVIEW TIPS

If you need clarification, 
then ask!

What do I wear?
Appropriate but comfortable 

clothing!

Prepare some questions 
to ask the interviewer(s)
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APPLICATION TIMELINE

SEP AUGAPR - MAYNOV - MARJANOCT

1st

UCAS opens
Accommodation 
applications open

Applicants 
invited for visit or 

an interview

Decisions made

15th

Oxbridge deadline

Medicine, Dentistry, 
Veterinary science

25th

UCAS deadline

Applications 
received and sent 

to universities
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YOUR OFFERS – MAKE IT REAL

WHAT RESPONSES CAN I GET: 

Conditional offer 

Unconditional offer

Unsuccessful 

WHAT IF I DON’T GET AN OFFER? 

UCAS Extra

Clearing
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UCAS EXTRA

Apply through 
www.ucas.com/track 

If you don’t get an offer in 
Extra, you can apply 
through Clearing

If you decline an offer, 
or you are unsuccessful, you can 
apply for a different course 
through Extra 

If you accept an offer, 
you are committed

1
2
3
4

UCAS Extra allows additional applications to 
courses with vacancies 

Available between the end of February and 
the end of June

You can apply if:

• you’ve used your original five choices

• you’ve had all your decisions back but 
received no offers
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APPLICATION TIMELINE

SEP AUGAPR - MAYNOV - MARJANOCT

1st

UCAS opens
Accommodation 

open

Applicants 
invited for visit or 

an interview

Decisions made

15th

Oxbridge deadline

Medicine, Dentistry, 
Veterinary science

25th

UCAS deadline

Applications 
received and sent 

to universities

Applicant makes 
firm and 

insurance choices

Student Finance 
applications open
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Firm choice

• This is your 1st choice - the place you most 
want to go

Insurance choice

• Your 2nd choice - somewhere you’ll be 
happy going to

Decline choices

• You decline the other three options

MAKING YOUR CHOICE – MAKE IT REAL
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MAKING YOUR CHOICE

QUESTIONS TO ASK:

Is the course offered at this university suitable 
for you?

Campus or city university?

Quality of academic facilities?

Do the social facilities suit your personal needs?

Security and parking?

Location and local amenities?

Quality, cost and availability of accommodation?

Student support services?

OTHER RESEARCH

Visit the university and talk to students and staff

Use prospectuses and university websites

Visit independent websites (eg Student Rooms)

Consider the TEF, REF and NSS

Visit Students’ Union websites 
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APPLICATION TIMELINE

SEP AUGAPR - MAYNOV - MARJANOCT

1st

UCAS opens
Accommodation 

open

Applicants 
invited for visit or 

an interview

Decisions made

15th

Oxbridge deadline

Medicine, Dentistry, 
Veterinary science

25th

UCAS deadline

Applications 
received and sent 

to universities

Start university

Applicant makes 
firm and 

insurance choices

Results and 
clearing

Registration & 
enrolment info 

sent out

Student Finance 
applications open
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Firm choice
Achieve your 

grades 

Make sure you call your chosen universities, 
NEVER assume that you do not have a place!

CONFIRMATION OF YOUR RESULTS

ClearingExceed your grades

Insurance choiceMiss your grades 

Clearing
Do not make your 

grades
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• Clearing is how universities 
fill any vacancies they still 
have after results day
• From July – October you can 

apply for a course using 
Clearing if:

1. You’re not already holding 
an offer from a university 
or college

2. The course still have 
places

EXPAND YOUR THINKING THROUGH CLEARING
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The Traditional Clearing Student represents the largest group in Clearing. Typically, they will enter 
the Clearing process having not secured one of their original UCAS choices and will have got lower 
grades than expected on A Level results day.

The student has entered Clearing because their grades were higher than expected and they are 
looking for a Higher Education Institution with higher grade boundaries.

Older than the other groups, the Direct Applicant will have already received their results in a 
previous year and will be applying through UCAS having been out of education for a time.

The Mind Changer is going through Clearing for reasons other than educational, linked to social or 
environmental factors, which have influenced them to change their mind on their destination.

STUDENTS WHO APPLY THROUGH CLEARING & ADJUSTMENT
EXPAND YOUR THINKING 

THE TRADITIONAL 
CLEARING STUDENT

THE MIND 
CHANGER

THE DIRECT 
APPLICANT

THE HIGH 
ACHIEVER

1
2
3
4
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HOW TO APPLY…THE UCAS FORM

FOUR SECTIONS:

Personal details 
and Choices

Personal 
Statement

ReferenceQualifications

Predicted grades

Academic & 
character references

Any mitigating 
circumstances
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• The personal statement is your opportunity to show universities you would be a great student

• You can write up to 4000 characters of text (including spaces), or 47 lines

• This is a ‘hard’ word limit- you will not be able to exceed it! 

PERSONAL STATEMENT

Why are you applying?
Your ambitions and interests 

about the subject and course.

What makes you suitable?
Any relevant skills, experiences 

and achievements.
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• You have one personal statement, even if you are 
applying for multiple subjects or joint honours

• Start as soon as you can

• Start with a plan, not an essay

• It will take a few drafts

• Don’t worry too much about that opening sentence

• Think about how you work best: scribble on paper 
or typing

• Save different versions each time

OUR TOP TIPS – MAKE IT REAL
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OUR TOP TIPS - HOW TO STRUCTURE 

INTRODUCTION Start off by explaining what subject you are applying for and why

ACADEMIC INTERESTS
Talk in depth about what you enjoy about your chosen subject and why you 
want to take it further

EXTRA-CURRICULAR 
ACTIVITIES

This section will give the Admissions Officer a little more information about 
your personality and what you can contribute to university life

CONCLUSION
Finish with a strong conclusion, summing up why you want to study your 
chosen subject at university

‘SUPER-CURRICULAR’ 
ACTIVITIES

Anything related to your course that you have done outside of school or college 
will massively boost your application

30%

70%
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Which course(s) do you want to study?

Why do you want to take it on to university level?

• What do you particularly enjoy about your subject?

• What have you learnt from your current studies that you 
would like to take further?

• Have you done any particular academic projects within your 
studies? An extended essay or a research project?

• What personal qualities do you possess that make you 
suited to this area of study?

• Is your interest sparked by particular career ambitions?

ACADEMIC INTERESTS
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Anything you have done outside of school that is directly relevant to your course.

• These kind of activities will show your dedication to studying at degree level and demonstrate 
a wider interest in your subject area. Examples might include:

Work experience

Volunteering

Extended Project

Trips/Visits

Own work

• Make the most of these activities - say what you have gained from them and why they made 
have made you want to study a course in that area.

SUPER-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES
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EXTRA-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES

POSITIONS OF 
RESPONSIBILITY

SPORTS AND MUSIC

VOLUNTEERING

HOBBIES AND  
INTERESTS

FUTURE CAREER 
PATH
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STRUCTURING YOUR POINT

A Activity

C Course/ Career

B Benefit
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SUPER-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES

A Visit to the British Museum

C Planning to pursue relevant study at university

B Increased my interest in classical Greek history
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EXTRA-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES

A Member of the netball team

C Able to manage university life and collaborate with others

B Learned personal discipline and team work
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Gap year or future plans

• A great way to explore new ideas 
and places and meet people from 
across the globe.

• Explain what you are planning to do 
in your gap year and what you hope 
to gain from it.

• If you do have plans for how you 
will invest in tomorrow’s world 
mention how the chosen degree will 
help you achieve that.

EXTRA-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES
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OUR TOP TIPS – WHAT YOU SHOULD DO

Show enthusiasm
and wider experience

of the subject

CHECK!! 
1. Grammar
2. Spelling 

3. Punctuation

Try NOT to start 
all sentences with “I”

Be specific and structured
Print it

CHECK it 
Show it

Back up points with relevant, 
real life examples
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Mention applying to a 
specific university

1. Use clichés
2. Use quotes
3. Make lists. 

Use NEGATIVE
comments

OUR TOP TIPS – WHAT YOU SHOULD NOT DO

Try to be funny
LIE, plagiarise 
or exaggerate

Use irrelevant
comments/ facts
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• Make a note of the UCAS application 
deadlines

• Complete and submit your application

• Pay attention to structure and 
content

• Think about super-curricular 
activities such as work experience

• Remember hobbies and interests

• Check thoroughly

• Good luck!

CONCLUSION
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QUESTIONS
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RESOURCES

www.kent.ac.uk/virtual-visitVIRTUAL VISIT:

https://www.ucas.com/UCAS:

https://discoveruni.gov.uk/COMPARE UNIS:

https://www.gov.uk/apply-online-for-student-financeSTUDENT FINANCE:

http://www.kent.ac.uk/virtual-visit
https://www.ucas.com/
https://discoveruni.gov.uk/
https://www.gov.uk/apply-online-for-student-finance
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OPEN DAYS
Canterbury

Saturday 23 April 2022
Saturday 2 July 2022

Medway
Saturday 25 June 2022

FIND OUT MORE: 
www.kent.ac.uk

VISIT OUR CAMPUS

CAMPUS TOURS
Medway
Tuesdays

Canterbury
Tuesdays and Thursday
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IF YOU THINK OF ANY OTHER QUESTIONS
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This presentation was produced in January 2022. The University of Kent makes every effort 
to ensure that the information contained in its publicity materials is fair and accurate and provide educational 
services as described.  However, the courses, services and other matters may be subject to change. For the most 
up-to-date information see www.kent.ac.uk/ug Full details of our terms and conditions can be found at 
www.kent.ac.uk/termsandconditions

THE UK’S EUROPEAN UNIVERSITY



An introduction to
Apprenticeships

For Students



What are apprenticeships?



The levels of apprenticeships



Higher and degree apprenticeships



The truth about apprenticeships



The range of apprenticeships



Which employers offer apprenticeships?



Look inside the company



Are there any vacancies near me?

Radius Number of 
vacancies

5 miles 19

10 miles 90

15 miles 359

20 miles 952

England 10,000+



Apprenticeships in the local area

Job opportunity Closing 
date

Weekly 
salary

Annual 
salary

Business Administration April £342 to £380 £17,790 to 
£19,767

DAF Heavy Vehicle Apprenticeship May £192 £10,004

Equine Groom Apprentice May £192 £10,004

Healthcare Assistant July £289 to £457 £15,028 to 
£23,764

Hairdressing Sept £192 £10,004

Teaching Assistant May £144 £7,503



How do you find an apprenticeship?



Where else to look?



Amazing apprenticeships 
newsletter

Apprenticeships.gov

@apprenticeships

https://amazingapprenticeships.com/newsletter/
https://www.apprenticeships.gov.uk/
https://twitter.com/Apprenticeships?ref_src=twsrc%5Egoogle%7Ctwcamp%5Eserp%7Ctwgr%5Eauthor


Any questions?


